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Abstract

There is an increasing interest in using machine learning (ML) across a variety of industries like finance, education and healthcare. Working on such ML product features, however, remains a point of friction for both non-technical and technical workers who without supporting infrastructure/technical knowledge struggle to fully use their skills in the context of ML. This thesis introduces novel approaches embodied in new systems to help facilitate workers better utilize the opportunities afforded by this rapidly evolving technology. At a high level, we rephrase problems encountered while ideating for ML-related features and utilizing scientific advancements as gaps in communication between the scientific community and the industry, and develop systems to help correct for this. Specifically, in the first project IdeaLens, we explore using real-world use-cases of past ML work as boundary objects while communicating technical abilities of ML work to help non-technical designers come up with new ideas within their domain. In the second project InToResearch we describe the design of a framework to spearhead an alternate ecosystem of ML research papers catered specifically to industry audience, and explore the use of TLDRs to help them navigate and find relevant information more efficiently.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Machine Learning (ML) models have resulted in applications proven to be useful in diverse fields such as education [43], social media [8], healthcare [9], finance [26] and disaster detection [6]. Consequently, there is a growing desire to incorporate this new technology in different industries to make products "smarter" and augment human actions [24, 39, 48]. This seemingly ubiquitous interest in Machine Learning has, unfortunately, not been matched with corresponding support for employees working on such product development. Indeed, the machine learning application development pipeline is currently filled with friction, with both technical and non-technical workers experiencing problems while working with it [27, 57, 83, 85, 87, 88, 91]. While the goals of such features are similar to those in other software development (for eg. fulfilling the needs of users), the unique nature of this specific technology [4, 88] has made it harder to achieve these goals.

Past work interviewing real-world designers, for instance, has highlighted that designers continue to face challenges understanding the capabilities of Machine Learning [27, 57, 83, 84, 85, 87, 88, 91]. Similarly, technical workers working on these areas have been observed to encounter problems using their skills and keeping up with the rapidly evolving nature of this specific technology[]. For context, in 2019, more than 3 Artificial Intelligence-related pre-prints were submitted to arXiv per hour [73]. The definitions of AI/ML in itself are continuously changing, and it has been considered difficult to come up with ontologies/define the capabilities of ML [37, 82].

While some work has made worthwhile progress in developing tools to help such workers better interact with their own work -for example, helping designers prototype such systems[] and data-scientists keep track of their experiments and error-test implemented systems better[], there is still a huge friction encountered by such workers at a very fundamental level while working with this rapidly evolving technology. This thesis introduces novel approaches embodied in new systems to help facilitate workers better utilize the opportunities afforded by ML. At a high level, I rephrase problems encountered while ideating for ML-related features and utilizing scientific advancements as gaps in communication between the scientific community and the industry, and develop systems to help correct for this. Specifically, in the first project IdeaLens, I explore using real-world use-cases of past ML work as boundary objects while communicating technical abilities of ML work to help non-technical designers come up with new ideas within their domain. In the second project InToML I describe the design of a framework to spearhead an
alternate ecosystem of ML research papers catered specifically to industry audience, and explore
the use of TLDRs to help them navigate and find relevant information more efficiently.

Throughout these two projects, I first motivate the creation of the specific by analyzing past
literature/self-surveys, describe and justify the design of the tool, report relevant results and then
discuss the implications of the tool for workers working on Machine Learning.

In both these projects, I use block quotes like this to represent how a sample user of the
interfaces will navigate and use these tools
Chapter 2

IdeaLens: Leveraging Analogical Reasoning to facilitate designer-led ML Ideation

2.1 Introduction

Designers are trained in reframing, bricolage, and similar skills, enabling them to ideate for such features can potentially lead to innovative yet useful ideas, and yet those trying to integrate Machine Learning into their products continue to face problems brainstorming new and feasible ideas, especially when they seek to leverage recent technical advances [27, 83, 84, 85, 87, 88, 91]. The current friction in ideating for ML-related features is therefore not only problematic for the designers who are unable to effectively contribute to the ideation phase of product development which are an important part of application development [58], but also for society at large, as it is not able to adequately utilize the skills of designers. Indeed, past research suggests that companies often end up introducing designers in the Machine Learning design process too late, which results in products that do not serve the needs of end-users [72].

A large focus of past work in helping designers ideate with Machine Learning has remained on developing methods to increase their technical literacy [88]. For example, researchers have designed education material to improve designers’ technical literacy [15], created tools that help designers “play” with available data [77], and developed platforms that help them use AI without a lot of coding [32].

However, not only is increasing designer’s technical expertise a challenging goal that requires considerable time investment before designers can effectively contribute to brainstorming considering the broad and rapidly evolving capabilities of ML, this approach is also incompatible with designerly ways of thinking about “design materials”, which emphasize a focus on design possibilities, rather than technical properties. For instance, renown industrial designer Eero Saarinen understood the design possibilities of bending plywood in three directions simultaneously, leading to iconic designs such as the Saarinen Executive Chairs, but not the technical properties of how plywood was manufactured. Machine learning is no direct: interviews with practicing designers suggests that designers do not want too much technical knowledge about
machine learning, concerned that this might "distract" them from their real tasks\cite{72}.

Unfortunately, this lack of technical knowledge coupled with a dearth of supportive infrastructure today prevents designers from effectively contributing to ideation as they either end up coming up with very basic ideas or consider Machine Learning as "magic" and come up with capabilities beyond the purview of the field\cite{27,83,85,87,88,91}. Both of these go against the adopted goals of brainstorming sessions which focus on coming up with a large number of feasible ideas\cite{63}, and as a result, designers are often not included in the ML application ideation\cite{70}.

In this chapter, we explore the problems explored by designers while trying to come up with Machine Learning-related product feature ideas. At a high-level, we consider designer-led ML ideation as an ongoing collaboration between the ML scientific community and designers, where the scientific community is generating technological breakthroughs that the designers can make use of for their products. To facilitate this collaboration, we construct a toolkit, IdeaLens which allows designers to leverage analogical reasoning on past ML use-cases and use these technical capabilities without having to understand the technical details.

The principles of machine learning nudge the ideas generated using this method to remain within the purview of machine learning (more details given in section \ref{2.2.3}), while the relatively open-ended framework of analogical reasoning allows for divergent and creative ideas. We tested IdeaLens with designers (n=12) with varying levels of technical expertise in machine learning and found that the toolkit helped them come up with ideas that were within the domain of machine learning and diverse. In this chapter, we describe the design and evaluation of IdeaLens in terms
of both usage patterns and the final ideas generate, which provides further insights to this way of coming up with new ML ideas.

Through this work, we demonstrate that: use-cases form powerful boundary objects (i.e. objects that can take on different roles for different people [68]) between technical experts and designers and that analogical reasoning is a powerful scaffolding technique for brainstorming. At the same time, our work has immediate implications for practice: the toolkit can be directly used as a source of inspiration while coming up with new ML-related ideas. Participants already displayed real-world interest in both introducing the toolkit and the ideas they ended up generating as a result of the sessions.

This chapter summarizes the motivation, design and evaluation of IdeaLens, and its implications for designer-led ML product feature ideation. In this chapter, I use a running example of a designer Richard who is a sample user of IdeaLens:

Richard is a designer working on a text editing platform and the company has been looking into leverage machine learning in their existing platform and for ideas that help make their product smarter, and provide a better experience to their users. As a designer, Richard is usually a core part of brainstorming sessions but has experienced friction while ideating for using ML. Despite data scientists being a part of the team, they lack user-centred training and Richard wants to be able to contribute to help them find new problems and product features to work on.

2.2 Related Work

Our work builds on three growing areas of interest in CSCW research: developing techniques/toolkits that help aid ideation [16], helping make Machine Learning easier to work with for technical/non-technical workers [10, 19], and envisioning ways to help include designers/take a designer-ly approach to general software [31] and ML application development [5].

In this section, I underscore (1) the goals of the ideation stage of product development and some relevant methods that have been seen to (2) the current practices and problems encountered in new ML feature ideation, (3) the cognitive theory behind and past related usage of analogical reasoning, and (4) the principles of ML that allow for analogical reasoning to be used as a successful ideation technique.

2.2.1 New Product/Feature Ideation: Tools and techniques

Over the years people have started taking a more scientific approach to innovation and explored how and why certain techniques can aid in coming up with such ideas. Brainstorming and divergent ideation is now considered a core part of application development: the first step in a common design thinking methodology used in a lot of such companies ”Double Diamond” involves coming up with divergent ideas (Discover) and only later in the second stage are these ideas narrowed down [20]. This process has allowed companies to continuously evolve and innovate.

Metrics of brainstorming/ideation sessions highlight the importance of of quantity, novelty, feasibility and usefulness of the generated ideas [44, 62, 74]. However, people often find it hard to divert from their usual way of thinking [33, 51], which poses a challenge in this process.
Consequently, a decent amount of past work has looked into developing toolkits to facilitate generation of good quality ideas by both (1) nudging users to think divergently and creatively and (2) steering individual ideas in a specific direction.

- **Nudging users to think divergently**: One way that past research has explored encouraging divergent ideation is by creating tools with open-ended prompts to help users generate large number of ideas. For example, in Spinneret[7], authors used Mind Maps to aid creative ideation by ”non-obvious” concept association. In another line of work, researchers have explored the use of visual metaphors, where users are shown different pictorial images and asked to come up with novel associations to generate ideas[14]. Similar techniques have also been used to help designers think about design ideas: for example, Kumar et al.[45] developed a bricolage technique to help web-based designers be inspired by existing websites.

- **Toolkits to facilitate ”quality” ideation**: In addition to generating a large quantity of creative ideas, these ideas should also ideally be useful and feasible and different toolkits have been seen to successfully steer generated ideas in such directions. For instance, several method cards have been created to communicate byte-sized pieces of information to steer the direction of the idea[64]. One famous example of this is the the IDEO toolkit[1] which was developed to help nudge designers to consider of human-centric factors while ideating. The easy to parse structure of such cards also allow users to think about factors that they might not even be aware of beforehand. For example, in the paper ”Tiles: A Card-based Ideation Toolkit for the Internet of Things”[55], authors successfully use a card-based tool to help non-experts come up with ideas related to augmented objects.

In IdeaLens, I take some inspiration from past work that has successfully nudged brainstorming in ’good’ directions, while adapting to the unique problems and nature of Machine Learning to help attain this goal.

### 2.2.2 Analogical Reasoning: Cognitive Theory and Past Usage

Analogical reasoning is a specific way of thinking based on the idea that because two or more things are similar in some respects, they are probably also similar in some further respect[46]. Rather than understanding the mechanics behind this transfer or coming up with universal principles, the focus of this form of reasoning remains on identifying similarities in the two domains and then applying known facts in one field to the other ”similar” field. In fact, past work highlights that even users with no expertise or knowledge in the actual process that makes the carry over feasible have been able to extrapolate useful facts in new domains. For example, various people have created successful products by taking inspiration from nature-without necessarily knowing about the biological or physical reasoning behind these[35]. Similarly, executives without expertise in areas have been seen to come up with solutions ”at par with experts” by using this way of thinking[29].

Analogical Reasoning has been used extensively as a problem solving mechanism where people use identified problem areas and try to think about different ”similar” areas to come up with innovative solutions. While this makes for a powerful way of thinking, different factors can effect the viability of ideation and the innovativeness of the end results. For example, the distance
between the ‘source’ and the ‘destination’ domain has been observed to make a difference but the exact pattern of has been a matter of contention: some researchers have claimed that examples from domains farther away from the domain have been seen to help people generate more novel and innovative solutions[22], while others have claimed that nearby examples are sometimes more helpful in creating new ideas[17]. Examples from nearby domains have also been seen as easier to think about and simpler to apply, and people often end up only considering ideas from nearby domains[36]. Recognizing the power of this approach, some past work has also explored developing toolkits to further facilitate this way thinking by developing ways to make relevant example retrieval easier[41] and techniques to effectively use it to think creatively[89].

In IdeaLens, I make use of analogical reasoning to navigate around the problem of designers not being able to ideate effectively with Machine Learning as understanding the limitations and capabilities of this technology is hard. This falls in the category of using analogical reasoning for ideation, but instead of using it for completely open-formed thinking or come up innovative solutions to well-defined problems, I explore how non-technical experts are able to extrapolate technical abilities and come up with new ways of using the technology in their own products. Here, while the domain is fixed, the specific problems solved/new abilities added to the product are more open-ended. In doing so, IdeaLens explicitly makes use of two of areas of past analogical research: (1) non-experts in the actual solution can still extrapolate its use-case in new domains and (2) analogical reasoning has been able to generate novel ideas/solutions in the past.

2.2.3 Machine Learning Principles that allow for cross-domain transfer of ideas

Since most machine learning models first extract useful features, perform some action on these features and finally generate the result- similar actions on extract-able features should generally lead to ideas within the purview of the field. In IdeaLens, I aim to use this intuition to help designers come up with diverse ideas in their own domains. Even if the generated ideas do not use exactly the same infrastructure as the ideas they are inspired by, ideas that follow similar structure as original idea should generally fall within the wide domain of machine learning

ML researchers have used similar properties while being inspired from past work. The most explicit example of this is transfer learning[76] where a model trained on some task is used with some additional training on a different task. For example, models trained on on classifying images in the ImageNet dataset[25] have been used for tasks like medical image analysis[56] and action recognition in videos[67]. This works because once models are able to ”extracting” useful features on a task, they are able to carry over this ”knowledge” to other domains. Sometimes, however, this transfer is using similar structures. For example, while Transformers[78] were originally made for Language tasks, the same concept has been seen to be useful across diverse domains like computer vision(eg. [13, 38]) and audio(eg. [28, 80]). Other times, there are concepts that end up being useful across different domains, for example estimating and optimizing in for rewards(in reinforcement learning) has resulted in diverse use-cases like self-driving cars[23], playing poker[42] and automatic real-time bidding for display advertising[12].

This cross-domain knowledge transfer is encouraging and provides further evidence that working concepts used for ML models can carry over to other domains, and I exploit this fact
explicitly in the IdeaLens ideation approach.

2.3 IdeaLens Toolkit: Design and Implementation

The underlying theme of the IdeaLens toolkit is to help designers come up with ML Application ideas by using analogical reasoning on past machine learning work in a different domain. The principles of machine learning allow such ideas to still likely be within the purview of machine learning (Section 2.2.3) while the open-endedness of this prompt is expected to allow for divergent ideation. To further help users come up with new ideas using this approach, IdeaLens makes use of a three cue-system: IdeaLens card, IdeaLens card hint and product information/constraint. A detailed description of each of these features of the IdeaLens toolkit and their purpose is given in Section 2.3.3.

2.3.1 Implementation

The IdeaLens Toolkit is available as a fully functional website at https://ml-brainstorming-toolkit.vercel.app. The frontend of the website was developed using Next.js and the backend was developed using Django. The backend and the database are hosted on Digital Ocean, and the frontend is hosted on Vercel.
While method cards are quite frequently distributed in a printed format, since Machine learning is a rapidly evolving field with a lot of use cases, we decided to host the IdeaLens Cards online which gives us the flexibility to dynamically add new cards over time. This also allows for easier distribution and usage of the card toolkit.

2.3.2 User Flow

After a user logs in to the website, they are shown an About Tab which contains instructions about the task and the various steps to ideate. After reading the instructions, users are asked to head over to the Project Info Tab where they are supposed to add in some information about the product they are working with—namely the kinds of data/things they expect to encounter when users use their product, and the different use-cases users might use their product for. Finally, after completing the details of Project Info tab, users are asked to head over to the Ideate Tab where they are shown the Ideation interface and asked to come up with new feature ideas.

2.3.3 Description, Purpose and Design of Individual IdeaLens Features

In this section, we outline the features and the different design decisions taken while implementing the IdeaLens toolkit. Through these features and design decisions, we focused on the two goals of this interface: (1) helping users ideate well by allowing for divergent ideation while decreasing cognitive load when possible, and (2) making it easy to extend with additional ML abilities the platform later.

IdeaLens Cards

Each IdeaLens card contains an example use-case where machine learning has been used in the past. Users are encouraged to think about ideas by coming up with generalizations that these use-cases and then applying these generalizations in their own domains. Specifically, the prompt is phrased as follows: "If machine learning has been used to do ___ in the past, what should it also be able to do in your domain?". Two sample such cards are shown in Figure 2.3

Richard, the designer working on the text editing platform, uses IdeaLens to help him come up with ML-related ideas. He is shown IdeaLens cards to help him ideate. As a sample, the first card given in 2.3 (Audio Source Separation) is shown to Richard, and the interface poses this question: "If machine learning has been used to separate audio sources in the past, what should it also be able to do in your domain?" Richard can either use this prompt and come up with an extrapolated idea in his own domain or click next to go to the next IdeaLens card.

Purpose: IdeaLens cards allow for diversity of ideas while nudging the ideas to be within the domain of machine learning. Showing past use-cases allows the generated ideas to still be within the purview of machine learning, while asking users to transform ideas from other domains to their domains allows for unique interpretations and divergent ideation. Ideas generated via analogical reasoning based on such cards are likely to be potentially feasible by the structure of machine learning pipelines (Section 2.2.3); very coarsely, most machine learning models work
by first extracting useful features from input data, transforming these learned features in some manner, and then finally generating the output. Analogical ideas in other domains are expected to have similar "actions", and if we are able to generate appropriate features in the new domain, the idea is expected to be at least potentially feasible.

**Design Decisions:** IdeaLens aims to use existing solved problems in machine learning as the basis of new ideas. There are multiple ways this can be done: explaining the technical details of the projects, generalizations and taxonomies of ideas etc. We decided to utilize use-cases as the main basis for these ideas because of the following reasons:

- **Examples are easy to parse:** Examples are generally considered easy to parse. In brainstorming sessions, we do not want to overwhelm end users as that defeats the purpose of the cards and examples help give ideation material succinctly.

- **Use-cases can help generate diverse ideas:** Specific use-cases can invoke different thoughts in users and elicit different and diverse ideas from the same cards. This allows use-cases to be a good source of inspiration without explicitly giving away the idea (more about this is described in the results section)

- **Using use-cases as a basis allows the framework to be easily extendable:** Some alternative methods like creating generalizations and taxonomies are tricky to develop when a field is rapidly evolving. In contrast, sample use-cases can usually be extracted easily, making the framework easily extensible in the future. Since there are already many use-cases and new use-cases of machine learning are being discovered, it might be useful to crowdsource IdeaLens cards from research chapter readers in the future. Examples seem like an easy way to extract information useful to designers and extend the number of such cards available. Creating models useful for real-world applications is considered one of the main goals of machine learning research[81] and consequently most applied-ML research papers already mention some use-cases of their models or of their datasets.

Participants are shown each card separately and are unable to see all the cards in the beginning. This is expected to help them focus on individual cards without getting overwhelmed by
the collection or needing to come up with a mental model of machine learning. This is also consistent with the strategy to constraint thinking used by a lot of other card based tools (eg. IDEO Method Cards[1], PLEX Cards[50]).

Generation of IdeaLens cards: These cards aim to appropriately display machine learning work in potentially different domains to designers with minimal technical ML experience and help them spearhead the ideation process. For this, we essentially display a sample use-case mentioned in past ML research papers as the seed for the new ideas generated and new cards can be easily created by following a similar process.

IdeaLens Card Hints

Each IdeaLens card is further equipped with a ”Help me!” button that provides another use-case that makes use of a ”similar” ML algorithm but in a different domain to help guide the user’s thought process. Two sample such cards with their respective hints are shown in Figure 2.4.

To help further guide his ideation, Richard clicks on the ”Help me!” button accompanying the Audio Source Separation IdeaLens card. He then sees a similar idea that mentions how ML can also be used to remove background from images (2.4) This helps him generalize this idea and he is able to come up with an hypothesis that ML can be used to separate out things into some components.

Purpose: The IdeaLens card hints are expected to help users generalize the ideas better and
also provide inspiration for sample ideas. Each such card is expected to help provide participants a sample extrapolation of the machine learning use-case to show how a generalization of the IdeaLens card can be applied to a different domain. The commonalities in these two use-cases is also expected to provide users with additional help to come up with one sample generalization.

    Richard, the designer working on the audio streaming platform, will be shown a list of

**Design Decisions:** Providing sample ideas in another domain is expected to help users find commonalities in the domain easier but could also restrict thinking to the specific generalization explored. To help out the participants while still allowing for room for creative ideation, we decided to provide one additional use-case that has been solved by using a similar ML algorithm/model. This minimalistic approach not only lets new cards be added in later easily but is also expected to prevent users to become overly fixated in a single direction of thinking. By default the ”Help Me!” button is shown after around 10 seconds after the IdeaLens card is displayed to encourage users to think about the IdeaLens card and different possible generalizations initially and then use the additional example to help with generalization.

**Generation of IdeaLens Card Hints:** Each hint used in the study is essentially a machine learning use-case in a different domain whose model shares algorithmic similarities with the original IdeaLens card.

**Project Information & Random Constraint**

Before they can use start using the cards, users are asked to create lists of potential use-cases of the platform and kinds of data that exists in their platform in the Project Info tab. Additionally, they are given an option to randomly generate a random fact about their platform while using the use-case cards to help them restrict the scope they are working with. Screenshots of user-entered product information and a corresponding random constraint Figure 2.5.

Richard decides to use the random constraint button while coming up with new ideas. The random constraint asks him to apply the generalization he came up with to text in his platform. He then comes up with an idea to separate out keywords from the text by removing ‘noise’ in the text.

**Purpose:** The Project Info tab is expected to help users be cognizant of what the actual use-cases of the platform are, and accordingly generate ideas in line with what would actually be useful in the platform. This can not only help decrease the cognition load but can also further increase the diversity of the ideas generated. In particular, once the user presses the Random Constraint Button, they are shown either a restriction on the ”kind of data they are working with” or a “use-case” they should consider while thinking about the idea.

**Generation of Random Constraints:** The random constraints in the domain are randomly generated using the information added by the user in the Project Info tab.
2.4 Evaluation: Case Studies and an analysis of ideas generated

We recruited n=12 participants to study IdeaLens in action. Each session was conducted over Zoom with Screen sharing enabled. The goal of these studies was to validate the use of this approach to help designers ideate machine learning-related features, and also observe usage patterns. For each such study, this included a two step process: asking participants to use the toolkit to come up with ideas, followed by analyzing the generated ideas.

2.4.1 Participant Recruitment and Studies Description

We recruited a combination of students and real world UX experts with different levels of self-reported ML Expertise. Participants were recruited using mass emailing and personal contacts. In total, we recruited 12 participants across the two case-studies. This size is similar to comparable past researches in ideation interfaces[30, 75], toolkits that help integrate non-technical experts in other stages of the machine learning pipeline[66, 71] and studies evaluating designer experiences with machine learning[72, 83, 86].

The table below summarizes the relevant job details and expertise levels of each of the re-
Table 2.1: IdeaLens Study Recruited participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Title</th>
<th>UX Expertise (self-reported out of 5)</th>
<th>ML Expertise (self-reported out of 5)</th>
<th>Product Case-Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1 MHCI Student</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Powerpoint + Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 MHCI Student</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Powerpoint + Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 UX Designer</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Powerpoint + Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 CEO, UX Consultancy</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Powerpoint + Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5 UX Design Manager</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Powerpoint + Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 Head of Design</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Powerpoint + Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7 Product Designer</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Powerpoint + Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8 BDes Student</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Powerpoint + Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9 BDes Student</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Powerpoint + Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1 Independent Game Designer</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Customizable VR Video Game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2 Product Designer</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Business Chat Platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3 Product Designer (past)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>EdTech Platform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These case-studies helped us understand the broader applicability of IdeaLens while also noting the patterns of ideating over the same product. To appropriately achieve both these goals: we divided our evaluation study into two parts:

- The first 9 participants were asked to imagine they are working on two real world application sequentially: Powerpoint and Zoom, and use the cards to brainstorm feature ideas for the product. The order of these products was randomly selected for each participant. Making the product the same across participants allowed us to further investigate the success and failure modes of the brainstorming toolkit. Powerpoint and Zoom were specifically chosen as participants were expected to already be familiar with these products and they provided a different enough. Of these nine participants, three (P1, P3, P4) were able to get through only one of the of the two case studies due to time constraints: two(P1, P3) used all the time on one product, one(P4) was only available for 1 hour. Two of these participants(P1, P4) completed the Powerpoint task, and one(P3) completed the Zoom task. Hence, in total 8 participants tried to come up with ML Application ideas for Microsoft Powerpoint and 7 for Zoom. Each session took approximately 1.5 hours and was conducted independently over Zoom to help isolate the different interaction patterns with the interface.
The last 3 participants were asked to use the toolkit for any one of the products they have actually worked on in designer-roles. The participants in this study were expected to be more familiar with the product they were brainstorming on, including the goals of the products and the desires of their customers. Hence, in addition to using designer-ly skills, this study was expected to help us further evaluate and analyze the usage of the toolkit in a more real world context. This also helped us further evaluate the usage of the platform across more industries. Each session took approximately 1 hour and was conducted independently over Zoom.

Our case studies, thus, spanned 5 different products and included 12 participants. We conducted a total of 21 ideation activities (first nine participants being included in two each, and the last three in one each). A combination of simulating ideation on fixed products, and letting participants ideate on their own products helped us better understand the differences in patterns of thinking across participants and across different domains.

2.4.2 IdeaLens Cards and Hints used

For the course of the study, we populated the toolkit with five sample IdeaLens cards and hints. To maintain consistency across the different case-studies and participants, these are kept constant throughout the study but they were presented in a random order to the different participants. This is obviously not expected to be an exhaustive list representing all possible machine learning use-cases but represents some relatively different domains, scopes and algorithms where ML has been used in the past. Specifically, we used the following ML algorithms/models: Seq2Seq, Recurrent Neural Networks, Convolutional Auto-Encoders, KMeans Clustering and Reinforcement Learning in the IdeaLens cards. The specific use-cases mentioned in the IdeaLens cards worked in domains across audio/songs, text, images, streaming services, playing cards, and driving.

The two real world use-cases(IdeaLens card, IdeaLens card hints respectively) used in each of these cards is given in the table below. We also mention the specific algorithms/models corresponding to these cards in the table for further reference.

2.4.3 Metrics of Evaluation

Three different metrics were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the brainstorming toolkit: participant feedback, machine learning expert feedback on the feasibility and innovativeness of ideas, and feedback on the usefulness of ideas.

Participant Activity and Post-Completion Survey

Each ideation session was conducted independently over Zoom to help isolate the usage across different levels of ML/UX expertise. Screen sharing was enabled and participants were encouraged to think aloud while ideating. At the end of the brainstorming activity, participants were asked to respond to a survey about the toolkit and reflect on its usage. Quantitavely, this included rating the understandability of each of the cards on a 7-point Likert scale and whether they thought the toolkit helped them come up with ideas they would not have had otherwise.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IdeaLens Card Use-Case</th>
<th>IdeaLens Card Hint (Another &quot;similar&quot; Use-Case)</th>
<th>Sample &quot;similar&quot; model/algorithm used across these tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Translating Chinese Text to English Text</td>
<td>Generating the song lyrics of a song: Given the audio version of a song, generating the text version of it</td>
<td>Seq2Seq models like Transformers ([47] &amp; [90])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Stock price prediction: Predicting future stock price using past trends and market information</td>
<td>Text Auto-complete: Generating the next letter given some text</td>
<td>Recurrent Neural Networks ( [52] &amp; [54] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Audio Source Separation: Separating out the different kinds of audio in a audio file (for eg. separating out the audio of a dog barking and a person speaking when given the combined audio of the two)</td>
<td>Removing background from images: Given an image, removing its background</td>
<td>Convolutional Auto-Encoders ([69] &amp; [79])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Identifying viewers on streaming services who are similar to each other: Given a list viewers with information about their past activities, generating groups of viewers who are similar to each other</td>
<td>Automatically creating playlists of songs: Given a list of songs, clubbing together the ones that seem &quot;similar&quot;</td>
<td>KMeans Clustering ([65] &amp; [49])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Playing poker: Suggesting the strategy while playing poker when given a hand of cards</td>
<td>Auto-driving: Given the road conditions, suggesting the directions</td>
<td>Reinforcement Learning ([23] &amp; [42])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: IdeaLens Sample Cards and Hints used
Technical review of generated ideas

We recruited 6 independent evaluators with technical ML expertise to rate the feasibility of the ideas generated and each idea was judged by two unique evaluators. We reached out to past students of grad-level ML courses/TAs of similar courses in a large private university in Pittsburgh. Each evaluator was allocated a random case-study and a shuffled list of generated ideas. They were then asked to fill out a Google Form judging the feasibility of each allocated idea.

The measure of feasibility used was inspired from the Microsoft Playbook for ML Feasibility Studies[21]. Essentially, evaluators were asked to judge whether the task cannot be completed without ML (i.e. manual coding would not work), and then how feasible they believe completing the ones using ML would be. This gave us a measure of whether the generated ideas were indeed feasible and marked ideas according to the following categories: Do not require ML, Definitely Feasible using ML, Seems hard but probably feasible, and nearly impossible/would require SOTA work.

Usefulness review of generated ideas

In addition to ideas being within the scope of machine learning, the ideas should be useful for the toolkit to be considered helpful. For the first part of the study, we recruited users of the applications (i.e. Zoom and PowerPoint) to judge the usefulness of the suggested features, such that each idea was evaluated by at least four users. We recruited a total of 20 users for Zoom, and 20 users for PowerPoint using the Prolific online platform, and paid them $1.00 for their ratings. This rating task took each rater approximately five minutes.

For the second part of the study, since we had recruited designers who were working with specific products with often niche clienteles, we could not evaluate the ideas by users viewpoints directly but asked the participants themselves whether the toolkit helped them come up with useful ideas for their platform. This is predicted to be a good proxy as these designers had been working on the product and are expected to understand client needs.

2.5 Results

In this section, we report the results from the case-studies in light of the various goals of IdeaLens: utilizing use-cases as effective boundary object, inspiring designers to come up with effective ideas for their products and exploring the various patterns used by the participants.

While we conducted different case-studies, the results and patterns of usage were largely the same across the sessions. Hence, we report the results of these studies together and highlight the slight differences in the observations within these results.

2.5.1 Participants usage of IdeaLens cards as boundary objects allowed them to extrapolate ML capabilities and generate new ideas

Most participants (10/12) were able to come up with at least one idea per card during the course of the study. The few who were not able to use them, mentioned that they were having trouble
using the cards in their context, and not because they were unable to understand the use-case or what it was trying to communicate. In fact, on the 7-point Likert scale, most participants rated most of cards as ”very understandable” (Figure 2.6).

Moreover, most of these ideas generated extrapolating these various interpretations were in fact valid ML use-cases according to the technical evaluators hired as a part of the study(Figure 2.7), despite the participants being asked to focus solely on the quantity and not worry about the usefulness/feasibility of the ideas. Each generated idea was evaluated by 2 unique technical experts and the inter-rater reliability across the tasks was 83.8%.

At the same time, the differences in the sample cards themselves helped us further understand how to phrase future use-cases to show the users. One participant for example mentioned: [wrt to the ”Poker Strategy” card] ”This one was a bit confusing.. the strategy part helped me but I guess I’m not that familiar with Poker so that threw me off a little bit” (P8). Another participant (D2) raised the concern that while the ”Clubbing Viewers” use-case was understandable in that it adequately communicated the capabilities, it would be easier to extrapolate it to new use-cases if it also mentioned what the algorithm did after clubbing the users.

2.5.2 Divergent interpretations of IdeaLens Cards spearheaded ideation and encouraged creative thinking

Overall, all participants came up with multiple new ”ML” ideas in different domains: at the end of the first study, there were a total of 92 unique ideas for Microsoft Powerpoint generated by the 8 participants ideating for this feature, and 52 for Zoom across the 7 participants ideating for it; at the end the second case study, D1 came up with 8 ideas for their virtual reality video game, D2 with 22 for their business chat platform, and D3 with 15 for their edTech platform. Thus, in total, the toolkit helped users come up with 189 ”ML” ideas across 5 product areas. In fact, a large majority(11/12) of participants felt that the IdeaLens framework helped them come up with ideas they would not have had otherwise.
Further, consistent with the hypothesis that this framework allows for divergent ideation by encouraging diverse but valid interpretations, each card was able to generate multiple ideas across the different ideas. Figure 2.7 shows a distribution of these along with feasibility ratings: Each card was seen to create multiple feasible ideas across the different use-cases.

**Participants were able to carry over the ideas to different domains**

The IdeaLens toolkit was tested on 5 products and each of these products contained multiple different modalities, which helped us further understand the use of these five cards across different possible domains. After organizing ideas according to the different kinds of data they work on, we observed that participants had used these cards across diverse areas like audio, images, video, text, slide design/format, multimodal input and numerical data.

**IdeaLens cards provided different pathways to help users come up with ideas**

Analogical reasoning allows thinking at different levels of distance[18] and we observed a similar pattern used for ideating by participants using our toolkit, with most participants thinking at ”different distance levels” to help them ideate. Carrying over the ideas from different domains helped them view their products and the problems experienced through different perspectives.

In particular, we observed new ideas being created by extending mentioned use-cases and sometimes previous ideas in three different ways. We describe these below to provide a flavor of how IdeaLens helps ideation, rather than as clearly distinct categories of ideas.

- **New ideas by focusing on explicitly mentioned ’action’ words alone:** In this way of generating ideas, participants seemed to either focus on the specific ”action” key words or similarities between the use-cases in the IdeaLens card and the IdeaLens card hint alone, without necessarily thinking about additional details of these respective use-cases. This allowed them to make valid assumptions about the varying abilities of machine learning algorithms and come up with relevant ways to use these in their domain of interest. For example, one participant(P3) came up with an idea to ”Consolidate design feedback: Grouping similar comments together” in Powerpoint after seeing the ”Clubbing Similar Viewers” card and the corresponding hint to ”Automatically create playlists of similar songs”. The generated idea did not have a lot in common with either of these two use-cases outside of the actual task performed by the ML algorithm.

  **Reflection and Implications:** In a way, this form of ideation is similar to generating ideas after being explained the corresponding capabilities of machine learning. However, we did not need to explicitly tell participants these capabilities or explain the mechanism behind it to help participants generate these new ideas.

- **New ideas by exploring specific themes explored in the IdeaLens card examples + generalizing** Participants also thought about additional details of the specific use-cases in the IdeaLens cards and IdeaLens card hints beyond what was explicitly mentioned in the cards to help guide their ideation process, and often look at their own from unique perspectives. For example, upon reading the auto-driving hint corresponding to Poker IdeaLens card, P1 thought about the potential of machine learning to make real-time changes,
and came up with an idea that allows the flow of the presentations to change according to the amount of time left. Same card reminded another participant (D3) of money and strategy instead and they came up with an idea to “Suggest users the best way to spend a fixed amount money based on past activities” on their EdTech platform. This pattern was largely observed across different participants who focussed on not just the generalization but some specific facts about the ideas to help them generate more ideas and think of their problem area creatively.

Reflection and Implications: While focussing on surface level details of the source domains has been considered to be harmful for problem solving using analogical reasoning and we had not included a lot of additional details for the mentioned use-cases, in this case trying to find corresponding similarities helped nudge users in more divergent ways of thinking, look beyond the exact umbrella category of machine learning models. This allowed them to see their domains in creative ways and come up with novel ideas. At the same time, this observation can also inform the design of future cards as less familiarity with domains could potentially impact the ideation process.

• Minor modifications on existing ideas: Finally, some examples mentioned in the cards could also be directly applied to the domains explored and participants were able to generate new ideas by modifying these a bit. For example, most participants came up with a translation-related idea after seeing the Chinese to English translation IdeaLens card almost immediately.

In addition to this, however, participants also started associating existing knowledge with new ideas. For example, P5 came up with an idea they titled “Ripping of from Copy.ai” for Powerpoint with the following description ”Suggest alternative titles given a specific sentiment (funny, instructional, serious, academic)” after seeing the Chinese to English translation IdeaLens card, and another idea to ”automatically generate Video Filters... similar to Snapchat” after seeing the Audio Source Separation IdeaLens card for Zoom.

Reflection and Implications: Facilitating or nudging relavent example retrieval or providing direct but diverse examples is helpful in its own right as remembering relevant examples while ideating as it helps brings relevant examples to working memory and using existing close-by ideas have also been seen to create useful and creative ideas[17]. However, such examples could also make it harder to ideate divergently/away from ideas that have already been explored-as users could start strongly associating some cards with the already explored idea in the domain. “I was able to come up with more new ideas for the Audio Source Separation card in the Powerpoint case.... and not for Zoom... because I wasn’t able to think beyond what has already been implemented” (P6). Interestingly, this same card actually had the highest total number of ideas of all the IdeaLens cards in Zoom in total in the end-suggesting different individual patterns on such fixations. This initial fixation was not just limited to the exact example used in the toolkit but also with respect to ideas that participants were reminded of. For example, D2 mentioned that they were having trouble coming up with an idea for the Playing poker card as this was reminding them of an idea they had already explored in the team and had to cycle back to this card before they were able to come up with a new idea. In such situations, random constraints prove to be specially helpful as they nudged users in a different direction. This finding also
supports further benefits of adding in multiple cards because fixation could not only be driven by the use-case itself but also by the analogical ideas these remind users of—which is harder to predict/optimize for.

Figure 2.7: Mean Feasibility Ratings of the Generated Ideas across the different use-cases: all cards were able to create multiple ideas within the purview of machine learning. In fact, a large majority of the ideas were rated as feasible (yellow/green) despite participants being encouraged to think divergently and not care about feasibility of the ideas.

2.5.3 Participants’ and Real-world users’ interest in the generated ideas

We evaluated the actual usefulness of the ideas using a combination of participant’s feedback and the opinions of real-world users on the generated ideas.
Participants thought the toolkit helped them come up with creative ideas and displayed real-world interest in the generated ideas

Multiple participants also seemed to be genuinely interested in and excited by the ideas they ended up creating and mentioned this often unprompted. While talking aloud during the interview, P3 mentioned that while they spent more time coming up with the idea related to Stock price prediction, they ended up really liking one of the ideas they generated (using Zoom to give metrics of performance): "... actually if you can create this, that would be great! I would use it!" (P3). Another one of the participants from the first study (P5) reached out to us to explore the usage of the toolkit in helping their team ideate machine learning related features for their product.

A similar pattern was observed in the second study as well. In this case, the participants had already been involved in multiple brainstorming sessions, including thinking about ways to include machine learning in their products. However, the toolkit was still able to help them generate ideas that they thought were useful for their application. For example, one participant (D1) asked the interviewer if they could get a copy of their ideas during their session as they thought that the ideas were useful to the actual brainstorming of their product. Other participants also displayed comparable interest in the ideas they ended up creating and the toolkit in general. "When I first started [working at my company and using machine learning], I had trouble understanding what’s possible. I knew what we had done previously when I joined the team, ... [the ideation procedure] was more based on what the customers said ... like scheduling an appointment so I kind of tried to find how that could apply to other parts of our product... and making more obvious connections... something like [the IdeaLens toolkit] where you’ve given those different examples and trying to like extrapolate from there is definitely very useful" (D2). Other participants suggested support that would be useful beyond brainstorming, such as validating ideas: ”I felt pretty good about the ideas, because I think most of them would be helpful, but you [also] need to topic validate the ideas” (D3)

Real world users of Zoom/Powerpoint are interested in the new feature ideas generated as a result of the first case study

Finally, we also conducted a preliminary study to evaluate the usefulness of the ideas generated in the first case study as a sanity check that the ideas generated using the toolkit where in fact useful. The second case study involved ideating for use-cases for the companies directly and we were not able to test these ideas because of (1) very specific clientele and more importantly (2) the vested interests of the participants in the actual ideas. However, the first study provided a good opportunity to explore the potential use of the generated ideas as they were generated as a result of a simulation. We asked real-world users of Zoom and Powerpoint to evaluate the usefulness of the ideas on a 7-point Likert scale. Each idea was evaluated by at least 5 independent such users, and here we report the summary of these results. Overall, 73/90 of the ideas created for Powerpoint had strictly positive mean score and 39/51 for Zoom. The split across the different cards is given in Figure 2.8 and most of the ideas even within each of the card categories are observed to have strictly positive usefulness score.
2.5.4 Additional Usage Patterns

Focus on structural similarities between tasks, rather than categorical differences

One problem in machine learning related ideation is that without explicit technical education about machine learning, users often have certain incomplete pre-conceived mental models. This restricts them to think in linear manners and potentially only come up with limited ideas. While going through the set of cards, P4 asked the interviewer why stock price prediction and auto-complete were mentioned together, as "Stock price prediction uses past trends to predict values" while "auto-complete is NLP". Both of these are in fact similar use-cases of machine learning and often use very similar models (for eg. Recurrent Neural Networks have been used for both Stock Price Prediction [54] and for Text Auto-Complete[52]). The cross-domain hint helped them break away from the over dependence on incomplete technical details, and in the post-survey interview, P4 specifically mentioned "The hints helped me a lot". Similarly, while ideating about a use-case inspired from Audio Source Separation, P5 mentioned that their idea "might not be completely related as it uses Computer Vision" but later became more comfortable coming up with new ideas in domains different from the one mentioned on the cards.

The participants mentioning technical terms without understanding the theoretical concepts behind machine learning or how it is able to learn from different kinds of data was surprising, and suggests that designers might have been looking for different ways to understand the concepts behind this new technology. The incomplete mental models could however restrict their thought process, and result in very limited sets of ideas- thinking about ideas they were already aware about in the "same" domain.

As with "Mind-Map"-based tools, participants started focussing on similarities instead of categorical differences in ideas. This is beneficial as it leads to more divergent thinking and was seen to still keep a majority of the generated ideas within the domain of machine learning. They
were sometimes also excited by how ML ideas in relatively far off domains could help them view features of their own products differently, for eg. D3 thought that the Poker strategy card was “surprisingly useful” for coming up with new ML Application ideas for the EdTech platform they had worked on.

**Differing usage of the additional optional features: Hints and Random Constraints**

- "Hints" used as additional analogies, and potentially avoided fixation. While optional, most (10/12) participants used the “Help Me!” button across the IdeaLens cards. Many participants seemed to use them as additional analogies. P1 for instance, specifically saw the Hint as a separate use-case to further help them ideate.
  
  Some participants regulated their use of the button to avoid fixation: (6/12) used the button only after trying to generate at least one idea; others (6/12) used the button immediately.

- The use of the Random Constraint button was much more scattered and different users seemed to have different opinions on the usefulness of this button. Most (8/12), however, still used it in more than one isolated incident to help inspire new ideas, and the randomness of the cards seemed to encourage more divergent thinking when used. For example, one participant mentioned "I probably wouldn’t have thought about the Breakout Room idea [to automatically generate groups of people based on how active they are in the Zoom meeting] if it was not for the Random Constraint" (P2). In contrast, however, a different participant said "I didn’t use the Random Constraint a lot... but I think it’s better to have it in rather than not have it... I liked that you had mechanisms to help get unstuck" (P8).
  
  While the usage of the Random constraint differed across the different participants, the product information indeed seemed to help the participants be in the right frame of mind while ideating as most participants ended up generating ideas related to the information they added in the Product Info tab. Some participants (P5, P6, D3) also went back to the Project Info tab to see this information again to come up with more ideas.

### 2.6 Discussion

While one goal of this work was to develop a system and generate a usable artefact that in itself helps designers come up with new ML-related feature ideas, more broadly this work aims to contribute to the continuing discussions on incorporating designers in ML-feature development and supporting creative ideation with technologies.

Through the IdeaLens approach, we advocate for viewing use-cases (both existing and conceptual) as a unit of knowledge transfer between technical experts and designers. Instead of seeing real-world use-cases as the end-results of technical work or products of ideation sessions, we believe they are a rich representation of knowledge about technical capabilities that are easy to understand, and thus a powerful boundary object. As such they served as a useful as a communication tool beyond simply communicating the actual use-case to the respective audiences.
2.6.1 Real-world use-cases of technical advances in machine learning as a way to "communicate" technical knowledge

With the constant technical advances in ML on one hand and a corresponding desire of companies to be able to make use of ML for their own use-cases on the other, there is a definite desire/need to find good ways to adequately communicate ML capabilities to employees working on such products. The current knowledge gap encountered especially for non-technical workers including designers trying to work on this technology has thus naturally been seen as problematic.

In this toolkit, we target a specific portion of this population—"designers"—and explore use-cases mentioned in ML research papers as a way to roughly communicate the various capabilities of machine learning while hiding the technical details. Through the power of analogical reasoning, designers can then make use of these as "seeds" to come up with new use-cases of ML in their own domains, while the principles of ML help keep them within the purview of the field.

In this way, IdeaLens views use-cases as a unit of abstraction of ML capabilities and provides a sample pathway to successfully use them as a boundary objects while coming up with new ideas. Participants in our case-studies were able to effectively make use of this structure to help them generate new ideas and were even able to extrapolate the more nuanced details of some capabilities not explicitly mentioned to guide their ideas: for example, participants were able to infer that some machine learning algorithms can work in real-time by seeing the auto-driving example even though this fact was not explicitly mentioned. This is especially helpful as these specific use-cases can then help users get inspiration from different ML capabilities without having to exhaustively go through literature/technical details behind the algorithms that make this possible, while still taking advantage of such advances to help guide their own ideas.

2.6.2 Designer-led Product Feature Ideation as a means to communicate needs/desires of customers to Technical ML Teams

Another implicit theme explored in IdeaLens is the use of ideation to communicate user-needs and desires to the technical workers. Past research has shown that UX is often an afterthought for ML applications[84], not only resulting in under-utilization of designer skills while coming up with such ideas but also leading to creation of products that are often not useful for end-users
and one reason behind this is the fact that designers are often not included in ideation sessions because of the friction they experience while ideating and the consequent inability contribute properly contribute [70].

In IdeaLens, we help designers use their skills in bricolage, knowledge about users, and their focus on creating "useful" ideas while thinking about new ML ideas. We view the resulting ideas to be a culmination of this way of thinking, and through IdeaLens allow designers to package their information about the users/problem areas into valid ML ideas, which could eventually guide technical teams. In the initial evaluation study, participants were already able to come up with new and divergent ideas several of which were considered as creative yet feasible uses of the technology by the hired ML technical experts, and useful by end-users.

2.6.3 An extensible and flexible framework to inspire ideas in a rapidly evolving field

Past work has highlighted that non-technical experts like designers have found it hard to come up with machine learning-related features as they often lack. Previous approaches have attempted to solve for this problem by finding ways to impart technical knowledge to designers, but even if we forget the how this deviates from designerly methods of working—fully understanding/defining the capabilities of this field has been considered hard even for technical experts—the field is simply too broad and diverse, and moreover rapidly evolving.

Indeed, one overarching theme explored through the design of this toolkit is the specially broad and rapidly changing nature of the ML field. We argue that tool that aims to help users ideate with this design materials should be flexible enough to not only be able to communicate current sources of information, but also be able to extend as the field inevitably discovers more possibilities and opportunities.

The card-based interface used in IdeaLens, for example, allows for an easy transfer of knowledge of these broad capabilities by splitting up the broad capabilities into different algorithms and providing examples of similar algorithms as abstractions to communicate this information without delving into technical details. Moreover, the IdeaLens approach also provides an easy and scalable method to allow new cards to be added to the platform to create more seeds and as the field continues to evolve: each IdeaLens card is simply a use-case of a past example where ML has been used accompanied by another use-case whose machine learning algorithm makes use of a similar structure as the original use-case (ideally operating on some other domain to encourage more divergent ideation). This can often be easily extracted from such papers. Hosting the platform online also lets us utilize affordances awarded by the internet to help make this approach scalable in terms of ease of update and a broader distribution.

This approach is also flexible to allow for the varying motives of companies trying to use machine learning. At its current level, for example, the IdeaLens toolkit makes no assumptions about the goals of the ideation—the framework is flexible enough that it can be used for different goals—such as thinking about ideas that might provide companies a competitive edge, ideas that might require additional data collection but are worth the effort to do so and those for which off-the-shelf algorithms are applicable. In fact, we were able to observe a distribution over these in the studies also. At the same time, while the toolkit in its current state is aimed to help
"general" ML Application ideation, there are also clear ways to add on some restrictions in the current interface itself. For instance, the successful use of 'Random Constraints' by participants provides some initial evidence of this, and provides one simple way of how such constraints can be added in in the future. For example, in the current version of IdeaLens, one kind of the random constraint asks designers to think about how a generalization of the given use-case could be applied to a specific data-type in their platform. This could easily be updated with only those data types that are already available.

2.6.4 Study Limitations

Lack of an experimental control

The work is motivated by the fact that designers in the real world are not keen on and should be expected to learn the technical details of machine learning to be able to work with it. Our work provides an initial evidence for the use case of an analogy-based toolkit to define machine learning features. Due to the lack of an established comparison baseline for the toolkit, especially for UX researchers without prior knowledge of AI, the evaluation was made compared to the prior experiences and how the participants ‘felt’ while using the toolkit and no control was used. For example, while one such approach could include asking participants to come up with ML-related features without the toolkit, some participants simply did not know what machine learning is. Testing the toolkit on such users was still important as it provided us a better understanding about its usage.

Individual evaluation

Brainstorming sessions are often conducted in groups. However, in this study we chose to test out the toolkit on individual subjects. This was an intentional decision to help evaluate the usage of the toolkit across different participants with different prior ML experience. Some participants, however, did mention that having someone to "bounce idea off from" would have been helpful to help them further create new ideas and this can be explored in future work.

2.7 Conclusion

This chapter introduces a system, IdeaLens that leverages analogical reasoning as a way to help designers come up with valid but divergent machine learning ideas. By only showing designers the sample real-world use-cases of past ML work, we hide technical details of the algorithms while still letting designers come utilize these as sources of inspiration to guide ideation in their own domains. This work thus provides a pathway to use past use-cases as effective boundary objects to help inspire designers. More broadly, we hope that by equipping designers with a tool that helps them come up with feasible and divergent ideas, we help them be included in ML application pipeline earlier, and thus let companies take a more user-centred approach to ideation of such features/products.
Chapter 3

InToResearch: Towards an Alternate Ecosystem of ML research papers for Industry Audiences

3.1 Introduction

The line between academia and industry work in machine learning is blurry at best: many of the models, datasets, toolkits and even theories suggested in research papers can be useful for real-world applications either directly or indirectly, and generating research useful for real-world applications has been considered as one of the important goals of machine learning research([81]). Consequently, keeping up with research in this evolving field is considered useful for employees in machine learning teams. However, as in other areas of research, this transfer of knowledge is filled with friction([60]). Combining this with the rapid rate of publications, there is a huge obstacle faced by industry professionals while trying to access this source of knowledge.

Friction in navigating research papers is in fact a well-documented problem in past research both for academic audiences and industry professionals. However, while some tools have been developed to help academics navigate the growing number of research papers better(eg. [11, 34, 59]), they fail to accommodate the differing needs of this growing faction of industry professionals who could also benefit from this source of knowledge: despite the research itself being a useful source of knowledge for both industry professionals and fellow academics, readers across these two groups often have very different goals. Academic readers focus on creating new knowledge by solving new problems or finding new solutions to existing problems. In contrast, the main goal for industry professionals is usually to create business value.

In this chapter, I introduce and describe the design of a platform called InToResearch that leverages creates better ways to help industry professionals select papers. Here, I take an ‘information scent’ approach to make this information accessible- given the large amount of online resources, these resources are usually accompanied with “information scents” to help users select which information is useful for them. For example, search engines provide the title of the webpage along with some relevant information to the search to help users select which links to click. Seeing research papers through this light, the scent provided includes information like
Established methods that work for Academic Audiences

InToML approach for Industry Professionals

Abstracts: summarizing main contribution (in line with Academic audiences goal of creating new knowledge)

Identifying important **TLDRs** for industry audiences + providing a **pathway** to create such summaries

Access Pathways

Journals

"Academic" Twitter

Google Scholar

Allowing such audiences + academics who want to reach them alternate ways to create "relevant" collections

Figure 3.1: InToResearch suggested approach for creating better ways to access ML research papers for industry audiences

In particular, InToResearch allows readers of research papers (who might be industry professionals or academics) to curate collections of papers accessible to other users. Each board gradually builds industry-specific TLDRs of research paper that it hosts. In doing so, InToResearch allows an alternate pathway to access knowledge generated in research papers by both providing curated collections and presenting papers in more accessible ways. Facilitating this knowledge transfer can be mutually beneficial with the increasing number of companies interested in adopting machine learning, and ML and HCI researchers who want to aid in the development of real-world use-cases.

In summary, this study aims to achieve the following goals: (1) Understanding what aspects of research papers can be beneficial to different employees working on such products, (2) Designing a platform that allows specific TLDRs for ML industry professionals to help them access this information more easily, and (3) Spearheading an alternate ecosystem of research papers directed towards industry professionals. In this chapter, I describe the results from the formative study and the design of the InToResearch platform.

Throughout the chapter, I use a sample example of a data-scientist Sophia and describe how she would use the InToResearch platform.

Sophia is a data scientist working on an edTech platform. She wants to be able to access relevant ML research papers to better serve her needs. She, however, has found it hard to find relevant papers that serve her needs.
3.2 Related Work

In this section, we first highlight the identified gaps in knowledge exchange between industry-academia and then summarize relevant work on using opportunities provided by the internet to augment research papers, and past relevant work on creating information scent and crowdsourcing. Through this analysis, we further motivate the need for such a toolkit and then provide additional justification for the specific design of InToResearch.

3.2.1 Industry-Academia gaps in knowledge exchange

Different past researchers have identified fundamental problems in the knowledge exchange between the industry and academia. This has been looked at from different perspectives- (1) direct interactions: where people from the industry and academia come together for a common goal, (2) indirect interactions: where either the industry professionals are using the resources/knowledge built by academia or vice versa for example when academics are inspired by problem areas faced by industry professionals. The problems observed in such communications are however very consistently present across both these cases and below we summarize some past work that highlights this.

Academic research, despite being a rich source of useful knowledge has been considered hard to access in different areas like hospitality[61]. In these studies, while the practitioners have displayed interest in the actual topics explored in the research papers, they have reported friction in accessing relevant papers.

Even within Machine Learning in particular- past work has identified a gap in industry and academia. For instance, Rahman et al [60] used a case-study based approach of using Machine Learning in the industry and among other problems highlighted industry-academia knowledge transfer as one of the obstacles faced by researchers trying to work in ML. In this project, we view these problems encountered by industry professionals working in ML while access relevant research papers as a result of a gap in objectives, knowledge, and means to communicate, and design a toolkit that aims to support the differing needs of such industry professionals.

3.2.2 Augmenting research papers for increased accessibility

This research also builds on a growing area of work looking into making research papers accessible to audiences. In one such work, researchers developed a TL;DR model to help generate extreme summaries of the contributions made in research papers to help easier parsing of such papers[11]. Similarly, in similar areas of work, researchers have used the unique capabilities afforded by online tools to allow readers to easily access citations[59], providing research teams better ways to share and manage citations[], and creating socio-technical systems for networked paper sharing[53].

In this project, while taking inspiration from such work utilizing online modes to augment information on research papers, we take an alternate approach and consider ways to make such papers more accessible to industry audiences specifically. This deviates a bit from the direction taken by such past researches-focusing on the main technical contribution of the papers and sharing citations to first discovering the differing needs and then augmenting such research papers
with such meta-data. In a way, this is augmenting the meta-data(keywords, journals) and abstract that are specifically made keeping academic audiences in mind with other relevant information to help industry audiences better identify and extract relevant sources of information.

### 3.3 Formative Study

Before developing the toolkit, we conducted a formative study to validate the need of such a toolkit and identify a preliminary list of items that employees find useful for either identifying papers they want to read/extracting valuable information directly. In this section, we highlight the responses received and the implications for the design of such a toolkit.

#### 3.3.1 Study Details

The study was conducted using the Prolific Platform. Each participant was paid 1 and the survey took approximately 5 minutes. Within the survey, we screened for workers who had worked or are currently working on ML-related products in any role. 16 such workers responded. Participants were asked about their past experiences on using research papers and to give a usefulness score to some initial set of things that we thought could be useful, along with an open response field for factors that we might have missed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: InToResearch Formative Study recruited participants
3.3.2 Results

Mixed Past Experiences Reading Research Papers

Participants from the survey mentioned different responses to past experience reading research papers. A decent number of participants (11/16) had never read research papers as they felt they “never needed to”. While the information contained in such papers has been considered useful for industry professionals[3], these participants seemed to rely solely on other sources for their needs.

Within the participants who had tried to read research papers, we observed a variety of reasons behind why they search for such papers, and diverse experiences while reading through such papers. Below, we summarize some of these responses about why they searched for the research papers and their relevant experiences.

- **Using Papers to know about State of The Art/Contribution of the paper**
  
  "[I was] looking for the latest state of the art. I was able to find newer papers, but the papers are always very dense and didn’t always have expletive code to go with them”(P4)  
  
  This is consistent with what academics usually look for in research papers. In this case, the information communicated in the individual research papers is the actual technical contribution of the paper. P4’s response still mentions how hard they found reading the paper and highlights the

- **Using Research Papers as learning resources** Some participants (for eg. P1, P9) mentioned they had looked at research papers as a way to learn/out of curiosity. "I needed to learn about computer vision methods”(P1); “I was reading information pertaining to ML algorithms used in gaming, because I was interested in knowing how the computer made such human-like decisions. I had no problem understanding the information, and was able to absorb the information regarding it I sought”(P9)

  In this view, research papers take the form of learning resources that industry practitioners can make use of

- **Details of specific algorithms they wanted to use directly** Another participant(P3), in contrast mentioned that they had searched for research papers to help them find a solution for their specific use-case, highlighting a more ‘just-in-time’ use of research papers for industry practitioners. In this case, industry practitioners can look for relevant past research to directly guide/help them implement solutions.

  "I was looking for details on bias correction. I was moderately successful. I found an implementation but not one that was best suited for my use case”(P3)

Participants noted discontent in the current ways research papers are displayed/a general avoidance in reading research papers and resorting to alternate sources of information despite such papers being a rich and continuously updating knowledge source-often with real world goals in mind.
Information identified as important before reading papers

Participants found the following measures useful be displayed before they actually select/read the papers (outside the actual technical contribution): (1) real-world use-cases, (2) resources used for training, (3) software/tools used during development, (4) model parameters and (5) code/dataset, (5) ethical consideration. As expected, most of these highlight the importance of actually able to implement and use the model implemented in the paper in their own contexts. Further, while being a formative study, we did not survey a lot of people—within the small sample, we observed some differences in priorities.

In fact, all 16 participants ranked at least one of the other factors the at least as important as a summarization of the actual contribution made in the paper, while 11 ranked at least one to be strictly more important—even though this is the focus of abstracts/past work making this information easier to access.

Further, at the end of the survey, we asked participants if they thought it would be useful for them to find this information across "similar" papers being presented together in pintrest like board useful, and found an overwhelming majority (12) gave it a score of 2 or higher on a -3 to 3 scale.

3.3.3 Implications

Even within the sample of 16 participants, I was able to find differences in use-cases of past papers and their priorities. Through these responses, I realize that industry professionals want a combination of implicit and explicit knowledge generated in such papers to be communicated through such fields of metadata for them to be considered more accessible. For example, while the abstract only mentions the main contribution of the specific paper—practitioners have also been seen to view them as educational resources, and as direct sources to find solutions for their own domains. When used in this way, the actual contribution becomes only one of the important factors that need to be communicated before relevant papers can be extracted. For instance, when they are used as direct sources of solutions, ease of implementation becomes a priority, while when used as sources of knowledge, it becomes useful to view such papers in grand scheme of knowledge and identify papers that are relevant for the desired outcome.

3.4 Design of the InToResearch Platform

Based on this initial need-finding survey and after identifying the information useful for industry professionals, we developed an initial prototype of an alternate way of accessing research papers to make it easier for industry professionals to access this source of knowledge.

Here, we describe the design of the system across the its two goals: (1) allowing for an easier access of this information for industry professionals and (2) creating a pathway to generate this information. The platform is intentionally kept flexible enough to allow us to discover additional patterns as it is populated. Below, we describe the design of the platform for the viewers of these resources. We keep the potentially different use-cases of the industry users in mind, including
Figure 3.2: Sample InToResearch Board showing different views of the curated papers. Here, use-cases are shown

their use of the papers as direct sources of solution/inspiration, a way to keep up with SOTA, and as learning sources.

3.4.1 InToResearch Components

The InToResearch system allows for better information scent of research papers for industry professionals. We do this using its two main components: first we allow users to curate collections of relevant research papers to collect papers that might be (Paper boards), then each paper is augmented with some metadata that summarizes relevant information for papers (Paper-specific iTLDRs)

**Paper Boards**

InToResearch allows curators to cluster relevant papers into collections. These then form Pinterest-like boards where users can view relevant metadata (in addition to abstracts) across separate but
Figure 3.3: InToResearch Board with use-cases selected as the iTLDR information to view similar papers together. This can help them either summarize the information or select relevant papers in curations of interest.

**Paper-specific iTLDRs**

Each paper in InToResearch is augmented with summarized information of things important for industry professionals. In a way, these form the industry-counterparts for abstracts. In the same way as abstracts lay out summarized information of the main contribution (which is expected to be the most important takeaway from the paper for academic audiences), iTLDRs summarize industry-specific important information for such audiences to parse, understand and select papers to read. We use the initial set of criteria identified in the formative study as the base metadata for such iTLDRs. Specifically, each paper is augmented with information about its

- Actual technical contribution (abstract)
- Implementation details
  - Hardware resources used for training
• Software/tools used during development
• Model parameters availability
• Code/dataset availability
• Ethical considerations

In addition, board owners are also allowed to add in more iTLDR criteria specific to their own boards.

3.5 Pathway to view and create better information scents

3.5.1 Alternate information scents to better access relevant research papers

Given the large and continuously growing number of research papers, InToResearch aims to provide a better pathway to access relevant papers. At the first level, the InToResearch boards allow users to create collections of relevant papers for others to access. Such collections are expected to allow users to collect papers relevant to specific industries, and types of technologies, which in itself can help users select relevant papers to read or access. This provides alternative ways to combine collections with industry needs in mind.

At the second level, users can view additional information to both filter and summarize relevant information to help them select papers.

While on the InToResearch platform, Sophia clicks on the InToResearch board titled Education. She sees some relevant papers here. To further select relevant papers and view information, she clicks abstract, use-cases and implementation details on the top. Here, she is able to view relevant information that makes it easier to discover papers that could be useful to pursue.

3.5.2 Creating industry-specific information

InToResearch also provides a pathway for crowdsourcing better ways to generate . Each InToResearch board has a specific topic and hosts papers related to that topic. Users can then either suggest or add new research papers to these board depending on the board settings. By default, each board has the factors identified in the formative study as the default input fields for new papers to fill out, but board creators are also allowed to add in additional fields that any added papers can fill out.

Different users can add in/suggest relevant paper with its relevant metadata: each new paper added has these fields pre-filled out by what the last user(if any) filled out for the same fields. Eventually, through these iterative changes, this information would form the metadata that we expect industry professionals to find useful.

Sophia finds a paper that is relevant to edTech, she suggests this paper to the Education board on InToResearch. She sees pre-filled information about the paper from the last time this paper was added to a board in InToResearch. She edits some information here and then
submits this suggestion to the board. This paper is then accepted to the board and the iTLDR information of this paper is updated. The next person to suggest this paper would now see this updated information as pre-filled in the text boxes.

### 3.6 Discussion

While one goal of this project, similar to the IdeaLens toolkit, was to provide a working tool that helps industry professionals working on

#### 3.6.1 Spearheading the creation of an alternate ecosystem of research papers for industry audiences

At a high level, through this project I advocate for the creation of tools to help industry professionals better access research papers by accommodating for their differing needs. In this case, I implement a platform with such needs in the epicenter and specifically focusing on generation of industry-focused TLDRs relevant papers to help them better select and use papers for their own needs.

Given the interest of our initial survey responders in getting relevant information displayed together across “similar” papers and the expected differing needs of the papers, IdeaLens allows users to crowdsource different papers into collections. There are similar to Pinterest boards(2)
3.6.2 Indirect impact on Academic Audiences

In addition to directly supporting industry professionals, this toolkit also aims to uncover needs of industry professionals, and provide helpful feedback to academics who are interested in facilitating industry-academia transfer. Further, creating such TLDRs of research papers can increase visibility of the said research in industry. For example, in their paper “Improving Fairness in Machine Learning Systems: What Do Industry Practitioners Need?” authors have highlighted that Fairness Toolkits fail to accommodate the real needs of industry professionals. Similarly, after interviewing designers working in machine learning, researchers discovered that they do not want to learn technical knowledge of machine learning but rather have been seen to learn from part exemplars— despite past research focussing on helping them gain technical expertise. This is also a problem witnessed in identifying areas. Past work like this seems to highlight that even though researchers are interested in research that is useful in the industry, there is a gap in the feedback loop once a research is published. In the article, Machine Learning that Matters, however, Wagstaff claims that the three main steps of machine learning research include preparing data, creating a machine learning contribution and finally creating impact by persuading users to adopt technique. However, current incentives only focus on the second objective. Indirectly, creating
an alternate ecosystem for a toolkit directed towards industry professionals, who are often the end users of the results, could eventually help place greater emphasis on the last step.

3.7 Ongoing and Future Work

We envision this to be a long term project and aim to deploy this website to both crowd-source this information and also slowly discover additional patterns while simultaneously building an alternate ecosystem of ML research papers for industry audiences. Through such collections and usage patterns of users, we aim to further uncover factors that matter to industry audiences to spearhead this process and further ease the knowledge transfer of information.

3.7.1 Future Directions

The initial crowdsourced information could pave way for the dataset to then generate automated. In addition to this TLDR and board-based information scent model to help such professionals extract information easier from research papers. Here, we summarize some identified additional directions for making this alternate ecosystem:

- Providing alternate ranking metrics comparable for research papers (corresponding to number of citations)
- Identify and summarize useful information for non-technical workers from research papers. Allowing them to either search for relevant papers or get a set of relevant papers without ”knowing what to search”
- Facilitate mutually beneficial cross-domain questions and answers between academics and industry professionals, and identifying ways to can encourage this behavior
- Paper dissection information: this did not work for me while working on _?. Something like PapersWithCode but PapersWithOtherResults
Creating better metrics for ranking the papers according to industry requirements? Can we come up with something similar to h-index here?

Moreover, while this particular platform revolves around the case of Machine Learning, the problem of industry-academia exchange of knowledge remains a point of friction across different industries. This study could then be treated as a case-study for creating tools for easier access of such information for industry audiences by providing a sample approach to this problem, and a methodology to reach that approach.

Each of these projects can be extended to further mitigate these identified problems, and sample such paths are mentioned at the end of their respective chapters.
Chapter 4

Conclusion

In this thesis, I introduce and motivate the creation of two tools that aim to make working with the rapidly evolving nature of machine learning easier. This work makes two direct contributions

- **Suggesting novel approaches to existing problems** Across these two systems, I have suggested a communication oriented approaches and machine learning-specific solutions to previously-established problems. Specifically, in IdeaLens, I leverage real-world use-cases as a way to communicate technical knowledge and encourage divergent ideation for designers working on such products. This approach views the problems encountered by designers while ideating for ML-related product features. Similarly, in InToResearch, I first identify the differing needs of industry professionals related to ML papers, and then use a

- **Development of actual systems with use-cases** In both of these projects, I have also developed systems with real world value that can be used directly for the respective problems they aim to solve. In this thesis, I describe the design of these platforms and explain the purpose of each feature implemented.

In addition, through this thesis I also make arguments for changes in CSCW work structure of machine learning: in IdeaLens, I argue for a more designer-led ML ideation process and in InToResearch, I argue for an increased interaction between academia and industry by making the end products of academic work more accessible to industry professionals.
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